
effect

Connect with 
your world

Living life
At Coselgi we believe that living life to the full is 
essential for all of us.

That’s why we are committed to improving the 
lives of hearing aid users by providing them with 
ideal solutions at competitive prices. 

www.coselgi.com

DEX CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS 
AND REMOTE CONTROLS  

TV PLAY

COM-DEX

COM-DEX Remote Mic

CALL-DEX

RC-DEX

TV-DEX

Enjoy TV in high-fi stereo sound

Stream high-quality sound from most 
mobile phones to your hearing aids  
(can also be combined with the  
COM-DEX app for convenience)

Hear conversations in detail in one-on-
one situations

A simple and discreet way to stream 
conversations from your mobile phone

Control your hearing aids with this 
compact, stylish remote

FM+DEX

Stream crystal clear signals from telecoil 
or line in.

Easy set-up and provides outstanding 
direct TV sound through your hearing 
aids. Just play and stay connected.
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SEAMLESS 
CONNECTIVITY

Stay connected
Sounds from smartphones, smart speakers, TVs 
and tablets are a normal part of life these days. 
With Coselgi Effect, you won’t miss out. Coselgi 
Effect seamlessly connects to iOS devices, so 
you can stream high-quality audio straight to 
your hearing aids (select Coselgi Effect models 
only).

If you use Android devices, a DEX accessory 
can help you simply stream audio directly to 
your hearing aids. 

Intelligent automation
Coselgi Effect uses intelligent automation to 
help you hear your best – without you having to 
do anything. For example, it constantly analyses 
the sounds around you and adjusts more  

Do you want to stay tuned into the people,  
places and programmes you care about  
– without having to fiddle with your hearing 
aids?

Let us suggest the Coselgi Effect™ family of 
hearing aids.

Superior sound in every situation
Coselgi Effect helps you seamlessly connect 
with your world by making it easier than ever to 
hear – no matter where you are or what you’re 
doing. 

Now it’s possible to hear nuances like a gentle 
rain, a cat’s purr or a child’s whisper easily and 
comfortably. Even in hard environments, the 
hearing aids will make adjustments to improve 
the sound. Thanks to intelligent automation, you 
can just sit back and connect.

MODELS AND  
COLOURS

The Coselgi Effect family of hearing aids  
comes in seven behind-the-ear models and 
three in-the-ear models. Your hearing care 
professional will recommend which model best 
meets your needs. When it comes to colour, 
though, you call the shots!

Behind-the-ear models

069 081 118 119 121 123

Summer 
Gold

Tan 
Silk

Tech  
Black

Silver  
Grey

Titanium 
Grey

Autumn  
Beige

 
In-the-ear models

025 028

Light 
Beige

Clay  
Brown

settings than ever before to ensure that you hear 
high-quality sound comfortably and experience  
better speech understanding, even in wind and 
noise.

Lots of easy control options
Even with the best automation, sometimes you 
might want to make minor adjustments to your 
hearing aids. Two different smartphone apps are 
available to control your Coselgi Effect. You can 
also use a button on the hearing aid itself – or a 
handy DEX accessory, such as a remote control. 

Menu
Battery status 
Help function

Program in use

Select program

Mute and  
volume controls

Sound menu

Menu
Media volume

Change or select 
program

Mute volume and 
volume controls


